
Polycom® Wireless Solutions: Mobility for 
Today’s Workplace
A complete portfolio of reliable solutions that significantly improve 
employee productivity, mobility, and responsiveness.
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Polycom Wireless Solutions
Polycom® wireless telephony solutions give on-site employees the ability to roam freely throughout the workplace 
while remaining continuously available through reliable voice communications and access to business critical 
applications. These solutions interoperate with existing Internet protocol-based (IP-based) call control systems or 
traditional time-division multiplexing (TDM) analog or digital private branch exchange (PBX) systems, thus providing 
business telephone functionality in a wireless device. 

Why Wireless?
Organizations from many diverse industries understand their workers need flexibility in the workplace. Many 
employees spend a considerable amount of time away from their desks—in or on their way to meetings, attending 
to customers, or simply taking a break. In addition, in many environments employees do not have an assigned desk 
but still need to remain in contact with colleagues and applications. When wired phones are the only options for 
these employees, many valuable hours of work time are lost each day simply attending meetings, walking to a fixed 
phone, or locating someone to take a call. 

In response, companies are acquiring systems which deliver on-site mobile communication. Wireless solutions from 
Polycom offer a cost-effective, reliable, and secure means of mobile communication that will not interfere with 
other electronic equipment such as cell phones and two-way radios. Additionally Polycom wireless solutions provide 
access to the full range of features offered by company PBX or IP-based call control platforms. 

Increase Productivity, Improve Customer Satisfaction
Mobile employees equipped with their own wireless handsets are more productive, more satisfied in their jobs, and 
most accessible by fellow employees and management. Operational efficiency improves and in some environments, 
such as hospitals and process industries, emergencies can be dealt much more effectively thereby enhancing 
overall safety. Customer responses can be made faster and more efficiently, ultimately increasing overall service 
satisfaction.
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Choose from a Wide Selection of Products to Meet Your Specific Needs

Polycom offers three distinct lines of wireless products, each with their own advantages and applicability 
to various customer requirements. However, they all have similar basic technology components such as 
handsets, wireless infrastructure, telephony interfaces, and application integration.

Polycom® KIRK® DECT System

This solution uses the internationally recognized Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) 
standard and delivers a cost-effective wireless telephony solution over a dedicated voice network. 
Polycom KIRK solutions allow customers to easily expand coverage, voice traffic, and the number of 
users, so they are ideal for all businesses, regardless of size. 

•  Built for the demanding user with a focus on usability, functionality, and quality, the KIRK handset 
portfolio includes a wide range of reliable, durable handsets for use in enterprise applications. All KIRK 
Handsets are interoperable with all server types, therefore a single KIRK DECT solution can consist of 
a mix of all KIRK Handsets. 

•  The broad portfolio of scalable KIRK Wireless Servers delivers solutions for small businesses to 
enterprise campuses using wide range of PBX interfaces including analog and IP.

•  Polycom KIRK Base Stations control the traffic channels in the air and work as a link between the 
KIRK Handset and the KIRK Wireless Server. 

Polycom SpectraLink® 8000 System

For worldwide use in enterprises of all sizes, this Voice over Wireless LAN (VoWLAN) solution leverages 
existing Wi-Fi infrastructures and integrates with the widest range of IP telephony and Time Division 
Multiplexing (TDM) call control systems in the industry. 

•  SpectraLink 8000 Wireless Telephones communicate with the customer’s call control platform over 
the in-building Wi-Fi network. They withstand the rigors of the toughest workplace environments and 
provide the most important features of a desktop phone. Specialized features such as push-to-talk 
and removable battery packs, make the SpectraLink 8000 Series Wireless Telephones ideal for 24x7 
operation.

•  SpectraLink Wireless Telephones communicate with the industry’s broadest range of SIP, IP, digital, and 
analog PBX systems through either direct connections or the use of a SpectraLink Telephony Gateway.  

•  The Polycom Voice Interoperability for Enterprise Wireless (VIEW) program provides comprehensive 
testing for leading enterprise-grade access points to help guarantee interoperability and the highest 
quality-of-service of any VoWLAN system in the market.

•  Whether through a powerful XML-based API or Polycom’s Open Application Interface (OAI), employees 
can experience real-time, two-way communications between wireless handsets and third-party 
applications to streamline mission critical business processes.

Polycom SpectraLink 6000 System

For use exclusively in North America, this solution delivers digital and analog PBX functionality over a 
dedicated high-quality and secure proprietary wireless network.

•  SpectraLink 6000 Wireless Handsets support a variety of customizable user functions and are 
designed to withstand the rigors of the toughest workplace environments.

•  This solution uses small, easy-to-install base stations which are deployed throughout the facility 
providing guaranteed coverage and reliability.

•  Master Control Units (MCUs) and interface modules connect the wireless system to an analog or digital 
TDM PBX supporting up to 3200 total users.

•  With Open Application Interface (OAI), employees can experience real-time, two-way communications 
between wireless handsets and third-party applications to streamline mission critical business processes.
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Polycom Offers the Right Stuff for Your Business 
Requirements
Whether you need to provide your employees with wireless handsets 
to improve productivity, streamline communication, or increase 
customer satisfaction, Polycom has the right solution.

Healthcare

Today’s hospitals and clinics are challenged to streamline 
communication whether to provide a quick response to an immediate 
patient need or to improve overall patient interaction. Polycom 
Wireless Telephones give healthcare staff the mobility to perform 
their job more effectively from anywhere within the facility. Hospital 
workers have immediate access to one another while still being 
connected to mission critical applications such as nurse call, barcode 
medication administration (BCMA), and patient monitoring systems. 
Solutions from Polycom provide healthcare workers the essential 
tools to get the job done quickly, safely, quietly, and efficiently.

Retailers

Polycom’s proven retail solutions go beyond the capabilities of 
traditional in-store communication systems such as overhead paging 
systems, cordless phones, two-way radios and even cellular products 
to provide the world’s leading high-quality yet cost-effective wireless 
telephone communications. These solutions allow store managers 
and employees to immediately answer in-bound customer telephone 
requests and communicate with other staff while moving throughout 
the sales floor. Additional functionality, such as push-to-talk and call 
box integration, allows staff to quickly coordinate responses to on-site 
requests for the best shopping experience possible. Retail stores 
operate with greater efficiency because employees do not waste  
time looking for managers or a telephone when urgent customer 
situations arise. 

Hospitality

Wireless telephone systems from Polycom help today’s hoteliers and 
casinos improve guest satisfaction and business efficiency. With 
Polycom wireless telephones, hotel and casino staff can personalize 
guest experiences by responding in real time to any request. Staff 
have immediate access to one another from anywhere within the 
property and can handle VIP arrivals, unplanned events, or event 
emergencies efficiently and discreetly through direct integration with 
on-site property management and telephony systems. Managers 
can more effectively manage teams while providing seamless guest 
service regardless of location. 

Industrial Services

Polycom offers the most durable, feature-rich, and cost-effective 
wireless telephony solutions to streamline communication under 
demanding manufacturing conditions. These solutions help move 
products through the supply chain by providing 24/7 real-time 
communications. With alert and alarm integration to manufacturing 
equipment and push-to-talk capabilities supporting group calling, 
Polycom wireless telephones enhance productivity while reducing 
unnecessary downtime. Unlike two-way radios and cellular phones, 
Polycom wireless solutions integrate with the factory’s existing 
telephone system and will not interfere with sensitive equipment. 
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